Curvy and powerful – FUN FACTORY launches LAYA II
A breathtaking experience for HIM and HER! With LAYA II Fun Factory presents an updated
version of its most popular toy. This lay-on vibrator impresses with its ergonomic design,
nestling up against each and every part of the body thanks to its remarkably versatile
curves. The velvety silicone coating ensures that you’ll never lose grip, even when using toy
fluid for even wetter bedroom moments.
Bremen, Januar 2017. Press FUN to Play! Sensational curves
that stimulate all the right spots, rich colors and a soft coating –
lay-on vibrator LAYA II is a multi-talent that’s perfect not only for
exciting solo sessions, but also during steamy partner sex.
Ten different vibration settings provide even more variety to
indulge every intimate body area, giving you the max in intense
experiences. The lay-on vibrator even remembers your preferences – by holding the FUN button the
current setting will be saved, starting the FUN right where you left off the next time round. Using
LAYA II with a partner will become a whole new experience, its vibrations
giving a full body massage or a blowjob that special extra kick. During sex,
the ergonomic curve fits wonderfully between two bodies, adding the icing to
the ultimate climax. LAYA II is easy to use and an absolute must-have for
every bedside table.

Thanks to its powerful motor, LAYA II now performs even better, and can be
recharged easily and environmentally friendly using the tried and tested
Click’n’Charge system. Should the battery power sink under 20%, the FUN
LED button starts to flash and it’s time to charge the toy.
A further highlight - LAYA II is discrete. The built-in travel lock ensures that the vibrations won’t start
unexpectedly or when you’re on the go. The trusty quick STOP button will make sure the FUN stops
the instant you want it to. And most importantly – this curved wonder is 100% waterproof and just as
quiet as it is powerful, not disrupting intimate moments by any loud or mechanical buzzing sounds.

LAYA II is available in red, baby rose / pink, dark violet, pool blue and black and priced at 89,90
Euro. Like all FUN FACTORY products, LAYA II is made 100% in Germany from medical grade,
body friendly silicone. All FUN FACTORY products are available in selected retail outlets, in
specialized online shops, in FUN FACTORY stores and on www.funfactory.com.
A 360° LAYA II image can be seen on www.funfactory.com.
Reprint free of charge. Please send a receipt.
High-resolution images are available on request.

About the FUN FACTORY GmbH:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturers of aesthetic and stylish silicone love toys, has its
headquarters along the riverbanks of the Weser in Bremen, Germany. From the first sketch, to the design,
technical implementation and completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits of the industry are and remain
“Made in Germany“ and come directly from the Hansa city. Here in 1996, the FUN FACTORY GmbH was
founded by Dirk Bauer and Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the USA.
Today the company has over 150 employees worldwide, pleasing its customers on continents all over the
world with its products.
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